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PROJECT BACKGROUND

1.Blockchain and Real-world Usecase

The biggest core innovation of the regional blockchain lies in the 
decentralized solution to the trust problem, which does not need to trust and 
rely on third-party institutions for value transfer. Among them, intelligent 
contract plays an important role. It is a set of contracts defined in digital 
form, which helps the contract participants to execute the agreement to 
complete the task, saving time and tedious steps.

However, it is precisely because of the consensus mechanism of blockchain 
that the interior of blockchain is a deterministic environment, which does not 
allow uncertain things or factors. Smart contracts must be consistent results 
whenever and wherever they run, so virtual machines (VMs) cannot allow 
smart contracts to have network call, otherwise the results will be uncertain.

That is to say, the smart contract can't do I/O(Input/Output), so it can't 
actively obtain external data.

However, the data itself is complex and diverse, claiming to reconstruct the 
blockchain of the real-world trust system, but it is trapped in midair because 
it cannot trust the external data, and it is too late to land.

The tool that connects smart contracts with external systems and promotes 
the real application of blockchain technology is the Oracle.

2.The Capturer of External Data — Blockchain Oracle

The Oracle is like an information transmitter, which can automatically 
transmit external trusted data to the blockchain and write it into the 
intelligent contract, so that the contract can automatically execute the 
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results according to the preset rules and complete the blockchain technology 
pair services in real business scenarios. Compared with traditional industries, 
Oracle+blockchain can make business more efficient, streamline processes 
and provide more accurate services. At present, the existing types of Oracle 
are mainly as follows:

1) Classified by software and hardware

The sources of data obtained by the Oracle are online (including Internet and 
blockchain) and offline (sensor data in the physical world), which correspond 
to software Oracle and hardware Oracle respectively.

2) Classify according to centralization or not

The feedback result of the Oracle is obtained through a single node, or 
through the "brainstorming" of distributed nodes, corresponding to the 
centralized Oracle and the decentralized Oracle respectively. The efficiency 
of decentralized Oracle is low, and the reliability of centralized Oracle is 
poor.

3) Classify according to data  flow  direction

The external data can flow to the blockchain through the Oracle to 
trigger the intelligent contract to execute the next procedure, and the 
data generated by the intelligent contract can also flow to the physical 
world through the Oracle (for example, the blockchain intelligent lock will 
trigger the intelligent lock to unlock automatically when it detects that the 
designated blockchain address has received the transfer).
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3.The defect of the existing Oracle project

There are Chainlink, UMA, Augur, Tellor, DosNetwork, Oraclize, bandprotocol 
and so on. there are not many projects explored in the field of Oracle, and 
the Oracle of each project solutions are slightly different. Here are the 
following Oracle projects aiming at different solutions in various fields:

Oraclize: providing centralized Oracle service for Ethereum

Oraclize, relying on Amazon AWS service and TLSNotary technology, is a 
provable and honest predictor service, but it is centralized and can only be 
used in Ethereum network at present, and the gas cost is relatively high.

ChainLink: the first decentralized Oracle solution in Ethereum
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ChainLink's solution is to request and feed data through intelligent 
contracts on the chain and data nodes under the chain, through reward and 
punishment mechanism and aggregation model. However, there are some 
shortcomings, such as high cost of chain polymerization, poor scalability, 
and easy centralization of reputation-based systems.

Europeanchain Oraclechain: the first decentralized Oracle solution on 
EOS

European chain put forward the idea and scheme of Oracle very early, 
and adopted the independent PoRD mechanism (proof-of-repetition 
& deposit), which is essentially a reputation system of mortgage token 
reward and punishment mechanism, rewarding data nodes and punishing 
evil nodes, which can realize the functions of Augur, , etc. to predict the 
market application, and also support the intelligent contract business with 
higher frequency access demand for data outside the chain. The result 
of forecasting the market itself can sometimes be used as the input data 
source of Oracle. European chain is more like forecasting market, and simple 
reputation system is easy to centralize.
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Generally speaking, the Oracle project still has the following problems:

First, the data source of Oracle is relatively single. For example, the prices 
of Bitcoin and Ethereum, the real authoritative data sources, are only a few 
exchanges, not to mention the prices of long-tail currencies, but also lack of 
international and all-round price reference.

Second, the economic model of the Oracle has not been verified. Even the 
most widely used ChainLink has not perfected its own economic model, and 
the economic models of other projects have not been tested by scale and 
time.

Third, the Oracle is limited by the performance of its blockchain. Many of 
the current Oracle are put on the chain. Most of the Oracle are built based 
on Ethereum, because most of them need the on-chain business scenarios 
of Oracle.Basically, they are all in Ethereum. Therefore, the Oracle is severely 
limited by Ethereum performance. When the network is congested and 
the data cannot be transmitted smoothly, it will cause a series of troubles. 
This also involves the cost problem, which actually costs a lot of money to 
aggregate a piece of data on the Ethereum chain. Under the condition of no 
congestion in Ethereum, request a data, The total cost of LINK and gas paid 
may be acceptable, but in the congested environment, the gas fee is very 
high, which limits the usability of the Oracle. 

Fourth, it is impossible to realize the data information interaction between 
chains

At present, the inter working technology between different chains is not very 
mature, especially each public chain and each alliance chain are deployed 
by LAN architecture, which makes it even more difficult to interwork with 
other framework chains and DApp. Even if the data of the two chains are 
intercommunicated by writing a large number of codes, it is time-consuming 
and laborious to rewrite the codes for intercommunication with the third 
chain. However, the interaction needs between different chains are real, for 
example, the triggering and execution of the intelligent contract of chain A 
depends on the information from the Oracle of chain B. Chain A needs to be 
able to read the event, status and other data of chain B.
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In order to solve the problem of data interaction between multiple chains, 
a large number of operations such as data storage, verification and 
judgment during interaction are needed, which are supported by the high-
performance underlying public chain.

4. Development Bottleneck of public chain

Besides performance, another more important challenge in practical 
application scenarios is to meet specific requirements.

In the business scenario of entities, there are many general logic modules, 
such as the requirements for identity management and account system, the 
requirements for data exchange, and some requirements in the financial 
industry and some common requirements in different industries. If each kind 
of application needs to develop and organize these bottom-level modules, 
general-purpose modules and protocols in the supply chain,There will be 
great waste, and different barriers in further business integration will form 
new islands.

Under the multiple requirements of the suspension of blockchain, the 
cross-chain interaction of Oracle data, and the application of physical 
business scenarios of public chain, the PC R&D team is committed to 
building a high-performance public chain that can realize non-inductive 
interaction between blockchain and blockchain, between blockchain and 
the real world, that is, PlugChain.
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PROJECT INTRODUCTION

1. The purpose and design principles of PlugChain

PlugChain is a high-performance public chain dedicated to solving 
information and data interaction. Its purpose is not only to realize the safe, 
smooth and efficient intercommunication between blockchain and real-world 
information and data, but also to realize the intercommunication among 
public chain intelligent contracts such as Polkadot, BSC and Heco through 
cross-chain technology.

Decentralized Oracle network is the core function of PlugChain at present. 
Based on the innovative cross-chain interaction design, PlugChain can not 
only efficiently solve the information interaction between many independent 
blockchain networks with Cosmos, but also provide modular underlying 
components through nesting BSC and  Heco  ecological scenes, which can 
practically support global commercial-level application networks.

However, the core of the above functions is data interaction, so the technical 
framework of PlugChain is designed around data security, data storage, data 
interaction and future applications, and the basic framework is as follows:
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When designing Oracle Network Protocol (ONP) based on PlugChain in 
practical application, aiming at the pain points existing in current data 
interaction, the following elements are emphatically considered: Integrity, 
Confidentiality, reliability, Availability, Scalability, Interoperability.

Integrity means that the information is complete, accurate and reliable, has 
not been intentionally or unintentionally destroyed or tampered with, and can 
be obtained.

Confidentiality means that the content that the intelligent contract requests 
from the Oracle will not be leaked. For example, the decentralized insurance 
business, users may not want the Oracle to disclose their flight information 
to the whole world; Another example is decentralized derivatives trading, 
and users are reluctant to disclose their investment portfolio and operation 
strategy.
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Availability means that when the data is retrieved by the Oracle, the 
required information can be obtained in time, including the ability to achieve 
censorship-resistance.

Interoperability means that different blockchain networks can communicate 
with each other and share information without restriction.

1）For completeness, PlugChain is solved by multiple data sources, multiple 
Oracle, reputation system, trusted execution environment (trusted hardware), 
authenticity proof and other schemes.

Among them, for multiple data sources, the PlugChain Oracle network can 
obtain the following data sources:

    URL link of internet;

    Search engine;

    Data of other blockchain
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    Data of interstellar file system IPFS;

    Sensor data, etc.

2）Aiming at confidentiality, the PlugChain Oracle node uses public key to 
encrypt the query request, and restricts the information flow of the Oracle, 
and only decrypts it when querying the information source.

3）For reliability, PlugChain adopts verifiable random number engine and 
encryption signature technology to ensure the reliability of service network 
results.

4）In view of availability, PlugChain’s Oracle network is decentralized, 
which eliminates the tedious data audit of centralized Oracle and the 
possibility of hypocrisy of each process, and effectively solves the real-
time performance and anti-audit of information/data.

5）In view of scalability, PlugChain uses multiple nodes to complete reliable 
data acquisition or complex computation under the chain, which has high 
performance and can also reduce the overhead on the chain.

6）For interoperability, PlugChain adopts asynchronous fragmentation 
technology, and all fragmented block structures are similar to consensus 
protocols, so that data can be seamlessly exchanged between different block 
chains as if there were no boundaries.

In addition, in order to finally support global commercial applications, 
PlugChain needs to simplify the operation used by enterprises and reduce 
the use cost. Therefore, it provides customizable functional modules, which 
can be quickly formulated and customized for different business scenarios, 
and has better flexible support for different business blockchain. Thereby 
meeting the specific business requirements and governance requirements 
of various industries, and combining with various functional components, 
PlugChain can have better series connection and division in performance 
expansion, governance model and specific business requirements, and better 
flexible support.
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TECHNOLOGY REALIZATION AND 
INNOVATION

There are many public chain projects and many Oracle projects. The reason 
why PlugChain has the confidence and strength to stand out among the 
public projects is that it has basic technologies such as fragmentation, status 
channel and lightning network, which can improve security and scalability, as 
well as scientific on-chain, off-chain and inter-chain (cross-chain) designs, 
and it also has technological innovations that are difficult to replicate:

    Detailed design on chain

The chain-related design of PlugChain mainly includes four sections: first, 
the agent system that calls the user contract; Second, the supervision system 
to ensure the authenticity of records and service quality in the chain; Third, 
verify the registration system that the nodes outside the chain join; Fourthly, 
payment system with reasonable threshold design.

    Detailed design under chain

In order to ensure the efficiency and scalability, the computing of PlugChain 
Oracle network is under the chain, and the modules to realize this function 
include verifiable computing outsourcing and distributed data feeding.
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For the related designs on and off the chain, PlugChain integrates the 
design advantages of DOS and Chainlink in the setting of data calculation, 
so I won't repeat them here. Let's talk about the innovations of PlugChain 
in detail:

1.Interoperability Cross Chains with PlugChain

PlugChain Oracle machine network opens a door for cross-chain interaction 
between executions, which combines the high efficiency of Cosmos and 
independent data interaction, and the underlying functional components of 
Polkadot to achieve scalability.

Specifically, PlugChain can realize the data interaction with each independent 
blockchain network through the Oracle network, and also adopts the setting 
of PlugChain Hub to connect technical resources, business requirements, 
existing blockchain functional components and practical business chains, so 
as to meet different business requirements while realizing extensibility.
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If each blockchain network is thought of as a city, PlugChain Hub 
is equivalent to a trade port extending in all directions, with perfect 
infrastructure, strong technical resources and efficient circulation interaction, 
which can meet the needs of different blockchain cities and has strong 
scalability. The function of PlugChain Hub is specific to the blockchain 
world, and can be a cross-chain service, such as a chain registrar. Keywords 
automatic market maker, Ethereum bridge, ratio special currency bridge and 
close connection with the wider digital economy; It can also share security 
and fund-raising for new blockchain, and provide cross-chain accounts and 
equipment for capital formation.

2.Scalability realization-heterogeneous Fragmentation 
technology

PlugChain Hub solves the problem of cross-chain data and contract 
interaction, which can face more and more interactive demands and 
independent operation among various blockchain, and also needs to solve 
the problems of scalability and efficient transaction.

PlugChain team is constantly thinking about how to realize data and 
information exchange between different chains on the basis of ensuring 
scalability and efficient transactions, thus innovating heterogeneous 
fragmentation technology. Moreover, interoperability can be realized 
smoothly in the fragmented blockchain, because the block structure and 
consensus protocol among all the fragments are the same.
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In addition, PlugChain integrates Ripple's InterLedger protocol and Polkadot's 
relay chain/side chain concept, and innovates cross-chain interoperability 
under state and asset fragmentation.

When only cross-chain asset transactions are needed, the fragmentation 
node in PlugChain network that undertakes this function enables lnterledger 
protocol. The protocol uses crypto graphic algorithm to create fund custody 
for these two accounting systems and connectors. When all participants 
reach a consensus on the amount of funds, they can trade with each other, 
and only the accounting systems participating in the transactions can track 
the transactions. Privacy can also be guaranteed.

PlugChain can run one or more DAPPs on each slice based on lnterledger 
protocol, which can interoperate whether DAPPs are in the same slice or not.

When more complex contract interaction is needed, PlugChain will call 
heterogeneous multi-chain protocol and start relay chain-side chain 
mechanism. Different parallel chains are transmitted through Meckel tree 
to ensure the authenticity of data. Relay chain only transfers transactions 
from the exit queue of source parallel chain to the entry queue of destination 

parallel chain.

3.Data Verification of Oracle — TLS Notary Proof 
Technology

TLS Notary is an improvement of TLS, which is used by PlugChain to provide 
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cryptology proof, to show that the data they provide to intelligent contract is 
the data provided by data source to PlugChain Oracle network at a specific 
time.

TLS consists of three basic stages:

    Key algorithm supported by peer-to-peer negotiation;

    Identity authentication based on private key encryption and exchange 
of public key and PKI certificate;

    Secure data transmission based on public key encryption.

In the whole transmission, the master key of TLS can be divided into three 
parts: server, auditee and auditor; In the whole process, the Internet data 
source acts as the server, and Oracle acts as the server auditor, a specially 
designed open-source instance deployed on the cloud, serves as an auditor, 
and everyone can examine and verify the data provided by Oracle in the past 
through this auditor service to ensure the integrity and security of the data.
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The process of TLSN notary to realize the above functions is that the 
auditor calculates the symmetric key and MAC key, and only provides the 
symmetric key to the auditee. The auditee does not need MAC key, because 
MAC signature detection ensures that TLS data from the server will not 
be tampered during transmission. With the symmetric key, the auditee 
can decode the data from the server. Because the bank uses MAC key 
to "sign" all information, and only the server and auditor know the MAC 
key, the correct MAC signature can be regarded as proof that the specific 
information comes from the bank and has not been tampered by the auditor.

4.Easy for developers — PlugChain SDK

In the early stage, PlugChain will realize blockchain-real-world data 
interaction with the Oracle Network, and its ultimate goal is to become a 
high-performance public chain that supports global commercial level, so the 
usability of developers has to be considered.

PlugChain SDK is a general framework that simplifies the process of 
developers building secure blockchain applications. It is based on two main 
principles:

    Modularization: The goal of PlugChain SDK is to create a modular 
ecosystem that allows developers to members can easily create application-
specific blockchain without writing every function of the application from 
scratch. Anyone can create a module for PlugChain SDK in their own 
blockchain or use existing modules. With the development of PlugChain, 
the ecosystem of SDK modules will expand, making it easier and easier to 
develop complex blockchain applications.

    Security: Function constrains the security boundary between modules, 
so that developers can better understand the composability of modules and 
limit the scope of malicious or unexpected interactions.
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PlugChain SDK also comes with a set of useful developer tools: console 
command line(CLI), REST services and various other commonly used tool 
libraries.

5.Threshold signature technology

Threshold signature is a distributed multi-party signature protocol, which 
includes distributed key generation, signature and signature verification 
algorithms. In recent years, with the rapid development of blockchain 
technology, signature algorithms have gained wide attention in academic 
research and commercial applications, especially in the dimensions of 
security, ease of use, scalability and distribute ability.

Because of the close and important connection between blockchain 
technology and signature algorithm, the development of signature algorithm 
and the introduction of new paradigm will directly affect the characteristics 
and efficiency of blockchain network. In addition, institutions inspired by 
distributed ledgers and personal account key management requirements 
have also spawned many wallet applications, and this change even affects 
traditional enterprises.

Whether in blockchain or traditional financial institutions, threshold signature 
scheme can bring security and privacy improvement in various scenarios.
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Characteristics of threshold signature technology;

    The access structure is easy to adjust, and the existing private key 
sequence can be expanded by an extra multi-party security calculation, so 
as to distribute the private key to the newly joined participants. This process 
will not expose the old and newly generated private keys, and will not change 
the public key and account address.

    Fast and efficient, for the chain, the signature information generated 
by threshold signature is no different from one-time single signature, which 
means the following efficiency improvements:

A) the signing process is the same as that of single signature, and no extra 
handling fee will be incurred;

B) the information of the signer will not be visible, because for the nodes on 
the chain, the information is decrypted with the same public key every time;

C) no new intelligent contract is needed in the chain to provide additional 
signature algorithm support.
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WORKING PRINCIPLE OF PLUGCHAIN
ORACLE NETWORK PROTOCOL (ONP)

Principle of operation

The specific process is as follows:

1.DAPP calls the PC contract on the corresponding chain to send the data 
request

2.The ecological contract sends a data call application to the PC aggregation 
Oracle network

3.PC aggregation Oracle network distribution request
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4.Each node calls an external adapter

5.The external adapter makes a data request to the third-party data source

6.The third-party data source returns data to the external adapter

7.The external adapter processes the source data

8.Perform data verification and summary return among PC nodes

9.The corresponding node in the PC network makes contract call (callback 
response data) to the public chain corresponding to DAPP

10.The PC public chain contract calls the DAPP response interface and 
returns the data value (callback response data)

Partial code

1.Call of user contract and language contract

Communication interface between user contract and Oracle contract is 
defined in PlugChain decentralized Oracle network, in which user calls 
Oracle contract through curl Request interface. The user contract needs 
to implement the ONP Callback Curl Response interface, which is used to 
receive the callback of the request result of the Oracle contract.

The code for calling the user contract and the result callback is as follows:

interface OracleInterface {

     /**

     *Function: send CURL request

     *parameters：
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     *_biz_ID: user-defined business request id

     *_CURL_cmd:CURL command, refer to curl command to construct with 
document

     *_if_callback: do you need the Oracle to call back the request result to 
the user contract

     *_callback_IDentity: the contract id of the Oracle request result callback, 
which can be the contract that sent the request or other contracts

     *_delay_time: this feature is not activated, just fill in 0.

     * return value: Oracle request ID, which is the only request generated by 
Oracle contract for this request

ID

     */

function curlRequestDefault(bytes32 _biz_id, string _curl_cmd, bool _if_ 
callback, identity _callback_identity, uint256 _delay_time) external returns 
(bytes32);

     /**

     *function: OracleCallbackCurlResponse

     *parameters:

     *_request_ID: the Oracle contract request ID (the Oracle contract will 
return this id when sending the request)

     *_biz_ID: the business request id of the user contract

     *_error_code: request result code, if the value is 0, it means that the 
Oracle request is successfully processed; If it is another value, the request 
processing fails. See the contract error code table for details
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     * _ resp _ status: the status code of HTTP response. Generally, 200 
indicates that the http request has been successfully processed, and 5xx 
indicates that the server has processed an error. The caller can make a 
judgment according to his own usage scenario

     * _ resp _ header: header of HTTP response, if specified in CURL, 
to return HTTP response to the header, the callback will return the 
corresponding value

     *_ resp _ body: the body of the http response

     *_call_IDentity: the contract id that initiated the request

     *Return value: none

     */

function OracleCallbackCurlResponse (bytes32 _request_id, bytes32 _biz_id, 
uint32 _error_code, uint32 _resp_status, bytes _resp_header, bytes _resp_ 
body, identity _call_identity) external returns (bool);

}

2.Query to get Json data

The Json data obtained by ONP query can be obtained by using ".result.
yesy_price" in ONP query:

{

    "success": "1", 

    "result": {

        "inxid": "1",
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        "typeid": "hs",

        "inxno": "000001",

        "inxnm": "",

        "yesy_price": "3136.63",

        "open_price": "3147.05",

        "last_price": "3131.11",

        "change_price": "-5.52",

        "change_price_per": "-0.18%",

        "high_price": "3163.34",

        "low_price": "3128.87",

        "amplitude_price_per": "1.10%",

        "uptime": "2018-04-04 15:34:58"

    }

}

Example 1: external data can be obtained through API in the 
following ways:

pragma solidity ^0.4.21;

import "github.com/ONP/ethereum-api/ONPAPI.sol"; 

 contract ONPJson is usingONP{

    event logString(string); 
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    event logUint(uint);

    string public str = strConcat("http://119.28.70.201:8792/getprice/?index

=","DJI","&date=",uint2str(17623));

   function strConcat(){

        //ONP parse JSON data

        bytes32 queryId = ONP_query("URL", "json(http://api.k780. 
com/?app=finance.globalindex&inxno=000001&appkey=10003&sign=b59bc 
3ef6191eb9f747dd4e83c99f2a4&format=json).result.yesy_price");

    }

       function callback(bytes32 myid, string result, bytes proof) public{ 

       emit logString(result);

       uint i = parseInt(result,3); //String to uint conversion, 

       emit loguint (I + 1);

    }

Example 2: view the number of viewers of a video platform

/*

   Youtube video views

   This contract keeps in storage a views counter

    for a given Youtube video.
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*/

pragma solidity ^0.4.0;

import "github.com/ONP/ethereum-api/ONPAPI.sol";

contract YoutubeViews is usingONP { 

    string public viewsCount;

    event newONPQuery(string description); 

    event newYoutubeViewsCount(string views); 

    function YoutubeViews() {

        update();

    }

    function callback(bytes32 myid, string result) {

        if (msg.sender != ONP_cbAddress()) throw; 

        viewsCount = result; 

        newYoutubeViewsCount(viewsCount);

        // do something with viewsCount. like tipping the author if viewsCount

> X?

    }

    function update() payable {

        newONPQuery("ONP query was sent, standing by for the answer..");
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        ONP_que r y ( ' URL ' ,  ' h tm l ( h t t p s : / /www . you t ube . com/ 
watch?v=9bZkp7q19f0).xpath(//*[contains(@class, "watch-view-count")]/ 
text())');

    }

3.How to use curl command

NAME

    curl 

VERSION

    1.0.0_BETA 

SYNOPSIS

    curl https://address[:port][/path][?args] [options] 

DESCRIPTION

        The curl command is one of the necessary parameters of the web API 
interface provided by Oracle. The curl command describes the URI for the 
Oracle to access the destination internet resource, as well as other optional 
configuration items.

        The current version of external data source service does not support 
HTTP block transmission coding, that is, the transfer encoding of HTTP 
response is not supported. Subsequent versions will support this feature.

OPTIONS

    --request <GET|POST>
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        HTTP access method, support get and post. The get method is used 
by default. 

        e.g.

            --request GET

            --request POST

        --header <header:value>

        Specifies the header information that comes with the HTTP request.

        The header name and header value are separated by colons. If the 
header name or value contains spaces, use single quotation marks to wrap it 
as a whole, such as -- header 'content-type:plain text'。

        --The header option can be reused multiple times to configure multiple 
pairs of headers, up to 100 pairs.

        The following are reserved headers. The user configuration does not 
take effect: "host", "accept", "user"-Agent"、"Connection"、"Content-
Length"。

        e.g.

            --header SomeHeader:SomeValue

            --header 'Some Header:Some Value' --header k2:v2

    --data <value>

        HTTP uses the post method with the body information, it is 
recommended to use single quotation marks. 

     e.g.

            --data 'Hello world!'
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    --json-path <value>

        Specifies jsonp ath processing for HTTP original response body.

        Jsonp ath syntax description:https://goessner.net/articles/JsONP ant/ 

currently supported: $. []*

        e.g.

            --json path '$. Obj' takes child objects

            --json-path '$[0]' Subscript from array

            --json path "$['obj ']"

            --json path '$[0,1]. Obj' fetches multiple objects

    --body-plain-text

        Specifies the return body content format. The default is -- body plain 
text.

    --resp-header <header>

        Specifies the subset returned to the query party from the full set of 
HTTP original response headers.

        If the specified header is not in the complete set of original response 
headers, the null character is returned string.

        You can specify more than one -- resp header to return multiple 
headers.

    --header-plain-text

        Specifies the format of the returned HTTP response header. The 
default is -- header plain text.
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        The specific format is each“header:value"On one line, use a new line.

    --header-to-json

        Specifies that the return HTTP response header is organized in JSON 
format, eachheader:value Is the top KV.

    --encrypted-envelope <value>

        Encrypt the envelope field and pass the confidential information to 
the Oracle tee instance. The encrypted envelope is Base64 encoded for the 
following JSON format string:

        { "cipher_text ":", / / confidential information ciphertext, using aes-
256-gcm encryption

           "aes_iv ":", / / symmetric encryption iv

          "gcm_Aad ":", / / symmetric encryption add 

          "gcm_Tag ":" / / symmetric encryption tag

          "encrypted_aes_Key ":" / / symmetric encryption after tee public key 
encryption 

          "rsa_Key ":", / / RSA public key of tee instance

         }

        Among them, cipher The text field is confidential and the value is a 
JSON string with the following fixed structure:

        {"macro_replacement":{}, "content_hash":"", "nonce_str":"", 
"timestamp":"", "time_to_live":""}

        Among them, macro_Replacement stores macro replacement content. 
You can embed macro in URL path, body and header, and then write the 
replacement value in macro_In replacement, only tee is visible.Legal macros 
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can only be downloaded from 'Oracle'_SUB_MACRO_0' ~ 'Oracle_SUB_
MACRO_4 'and the replacement value cannot include legal macros.

        content_Hash stores the hash value calculated by the plaintext part of 
the CURL command. The locked encrypted envelope can only be used with 
the locked plaintext.

        nonce_str、timestamp、time_to_Live is not enabled.

      The secret information is encrypted by AES / GCM / NoPadding, 
and then the AES key is encrypted by using the public key of tee (the 
public key of tee is queried in the cross chain service page) RSA / None / 
OAEPPadding.
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APPLICATION SCENARIO

1.DeFi field

DeFi is a new subdivision of blockchain, which uses smart contracts to 
recreate traditional financial instruments, including loans, derivatives, 
exchanges and reserve assets. In the DeFi model, the financial system is 
no longer monopolized by centralized private institutions, but a trust free 
mechanism is established in the whole process with automatic operation 
protocol, Coordinate user interaction and decentralize the back-end 
architecture.

Almost all of the DeFi applications are data-driven, and the smart contract 
specifies the code logic and defines what the protocol will perform under 
certain input conditions. Smart contracts are written in Boolean logic (i.e. if x 
occurs, y is executed) and is highly deterministic, so the effectiveness of the 
final execution depends on the quality of the data input.

PlugChain can make a very positive change in the credibility, privacy and 
operation cost of data sources, and make the whole defi ecology more 
optimized (see the value and significance of PlugChain decentralized 
Oracle below for details).

2.Financial derivatives trading 

Derivatives trading platform provides financial smart contracts, allowing 
users to short or long assets. For example, market protocol, decentralized 
Derivatives Association and DYDX protocol provide similar services.

PlugChain can provide such platforms with real-time and reliable out 
of chain data to start smart contracts, determine the gains and losses 
of all parties involved according to the asset price, and trigger closing 
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transactions.

3.Stable currency

Crypto asset stable currency is based on cryptocurrency mortgage. Instead 
of maintaining a one-to-one ratio, crypto asset stable currencies try to link 
their prices to fiat currencies by maintaining a higher ratio of collateral to 
stable currencies. For example, DAI and bit USD. DAI is issued through over 
collateralized assets, and its collateral is Ethereum and other chain assets.

PlugChain can provide real-time data such as the exchange rate of the 
external world's stable currency and the anchored assets when there is 
an out of chain information exchange demand for the crypto asset stable 
currency.

4.Debit and credit platform

Decentralized P2P lending platform allows anonymous users to mortgage 
encrypted assets on the blockchain to borrow French currency or encrypted 
assets.

PlugChain provides price data when the loan is generated, and can 
monitor the margin ratio of encrypted collateral, issue a warning when the 
margin is insufficient and trigger the liquidation procedure.

5.Insurance application

Many blockchain project parties are building an efficient, transparent and low 
consumption decentralized insurance application platform, including aviation 
delay insurance, crop insurance, etc. Users pay the premium with ether, 
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buy insurance, and get automatic compensation according to the insurance 
agreement.

PlugChain can introduce external data sources and events for such 
insurance applications, help decentralized insurance products make 
compensation decisions, and arrange future automatic claims.

6.Blockchain finance lease

In the leasing industry, in fact, the most difficult thing is to control the whole 
link of the leased assets, capital flow and capital return. Many small and 
medium-sized real estate leasing enterprises are difficult to operate because 
of the insufficient control of housing resources and the speed of capital 
return.

PlugChain can guarantee the authenticity of the leasing data and link the 
circulation process of the leased assets, so as to build the credible assets 
of the whole life cycle of small and medium-sized real estate leasing 
enterprises, and also open the sharing technology, ecology and other 
resources and capabilities to the financing party.

7.Trade financial service platform

There are many existing problems in international trade, including but not 
limited to:

1. A large number of incoming and outgoing mails can not be effectively 
sorted and analyzed, and the historical information of inquiry and quotation 
can not be managed uniformly, and can not be filed separately according to 
customers, contacts or even projects, contracts and service requests, thus 
wasting customer resources;

2. Through participating in the conference, a large number of inquiries and 
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customer data obtained from foreign trade promotion are lack of effective 
and continuous tracking and mining, resulting in the loss of business 
opportunities.

3. Business personnel spend a lot of time processing documents and 
repetitive work every day. Historical data cannot be conveniently retrieved 
and called by business personnel, and daily operations stay in manual labor, 
which can't bring greater value into play for business personnel.

PlugChain can build an international trade financial service platform for 
small and medium-sized enterprises through modular blockchain, and 
provide them with rich and comprehensive supplier information and safe 
and convenient trading functions, thus realizing the digital upgrade of the 
whole trade link and enhancing the core competitiveness of small and 
medium-sized enterprises.
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TOKEN CERTIFICATION ECONOMY

PlugChain is a public chain based on cosmos Sdk script framework. In order 
to better realize related functions and value expansion, PC Pass will be used 
for all participants in PlugChain system. On the basis of further improving the 
ecology of PlugChain decentralized Oracle network, it will also be used for 
value transaction and data interaction among various blockchain networks.

1.Supply and Distribution

Total Supply:  1000 billion

Genesis Block:  159.89 billion

Annual Average Expansion:  13%

Distribution mechanism: 

-Creation team: 5%               -Angel fund: 7%                 -DAO: 88%
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Data related to L/C:

Annualized inflation rate (inflation rate range): 7%-20%

    Maximum 20% (pledge ratio < =10%)

    Minimum 7% (pledge ratio > = 66.66%)

Estimated average annualized inflation: 13%

Initial circulation: 159.89x109

Estimated total amount after 15 years: (approaching) 10x1010

    10-year estimated inflation gross formula x = y * 1.1315(x: estimated 
gross amount after ten years y: initial circulation)

    Number of blocks issued in the first year: 6311520 blocks

    Average block time: 4.928134837722 seconds/block

    Reward quantity of one block in the first year: 329.333109436024104

    Average number of sunrise blocks: 17532 blocks

2.Circulation and value

As the only circulation value of PlugChain decentralized Oracle network, PC 
includes but is not limited to the following functions:

    Development cost of Dapp: If the PlugChain network node or users 
outside the chain need to use the PlugChain Oracle function or develop 
relevant DAPP as required, the PC Pass will be used as a means of payment.

    Cost of node rights and interests: The network under the chain of 
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PlugChain consists of node running programs involving third-party users. 
There are two types of nodes in the network: data carrier nodes and 
computing nodes. Each node will hold

     Or lock a certain PC pass to obtain the corresponding rights and 
interests of the node.

    Customized advanced data source fee: If you want PlugChain to 
provide customized or higher-level data sources, you can pay a certain 
amount of PC, so that in addition to traditional Internet traffic, you can also 
pass one a new way to utilize valuable data sources from blockchain traffic. 
Mining incentive: PC can be used as a mining incentive for node calculation 
and verification incentives for community activities: PC can be used as an 
incentive when the community launches online sharing, promotion or other 
activities.

3.Become the co-governor of the PlugChain community

One of the core functions of PlugChain Hub is to enable PC holders to have 
the ability to jointly manage blockchain.

There are some important details worthy of attention in the implementation 
of PlugChain governance, including:

     Need to stake PC to participate in governance;

    Voting rights are evaluated based on rights and interests, and the 
number of PC you have determines your weight in making decisions on 
proposals;

    The principal may inherit the vote of the principal, unless the principal 
himself has voted.
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MEANING AND VALUE GROWTH

PlugChain will have a positive impact on multiple data sources, data security, 
data cost, privacy protection, etc. in many industries including Defi field. 
Here, take Defi field, which is the hottest blockchain, as an example to 
briefly explain the significance of PlugChain:

1. Multiple data sources — resources under the   
connection chain

Most DeFi applications rely on data to execute smart contracts. Although in 
some cases, only the data in the chain is enough, this model itself has many 
limitations, because Dapp must meet the specific data format or can only 
use the data in the native blockchain. If external data and resources can't be 
connected, most DeFi applications can't run.

PlugChain is a decentralized Oracle network, and intelligent contracts 
provide a safe and reliable bridge to connect to data providers, web API, 
enterprise systems, cloud platforms, Internet of Things devices, payment 
systems and other blockchain. Smart contracts can easily access all kinds 
of preformatted data input and output by connecting with the interfaces 
under these chains. And copy the existing digital contract content. In this 
way, DeFi can use all kinds of offline data and systems to trigger contract 
execution, and use various payment gateways and enterprise back-end 
systems for contract delivery.

2. Trusted, Reliable and Customizable Data —
Decentralized Price Oracle

No matter how smart the contract is designed, the final effect depends on 
the quality of the received data. Contract logic needs to be triggered by 
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data, so data must be synchronized with the underlying blockchain in terms 
of security and reliability. Since Oracle is still a new subject in DeFi field, 
many projects will develop Oracle by themselves at the beginning. These 
Oracle usually aggregate the data under the chain (including interest rate, 
exchange rate and price), and then manually transfer data to the chain. 
Although it is necessary to do so in order to ensure safety in the early 
stage of project development, the centralized price aggregation method will 
lead to various problems in management and performance of Dapp, and 
management the centralized entity of data also has the risk of being bought 
and tampered with data.

PlugChain has launched a decentralized network of price reference Oracle. 
Independent nodes after safety assessment upload price data, and finally 
aggregate them into price reference data. The data will be updated regularly 
to reflect the price changes.

Moreover, PlugChain also develops data aggregation PC-ins in the service 
agreement, and users can use multiple Oracle to obtain data to achieve 
computational redundancy; Use multiple data sources to ensure the accuracy 
of data; And customize the data aggregation method (such as averaging, 
removing outliers, setting weights, etc.).These functions enable users to 
arbitrarily set the decentralization level and data aggregation mode, and 
connect intelligent contracts to reliable and accurate data sources.
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3.Reducing Data and Operation Cost — Threshold 
Signature Technology

Another major problem in developing DeFi tools is the cost of gas in the 
chain. If the application needs to access the price data continuously, or 
needs to connect multiple Oracle and data sources, it may lead to the high 
cost of gas and the loss of reality use value.

PlugChain implements threshold signature technology in the protocol, which 
is an innovative technology and can greatly improve the decentralization 
level of Oracle. Threshold signature technology is an innovative aggregation 
protocol. Oracle can communicate under the chain, verify data points 
and reach consensus. The Oracle uses threshold signature technology to 
aggregate data under the chain, You only need to send the final result to the 
chain once and pay the gas fee once. The safety level is not compromised, 
and it can be verified on the chain, but the cost is greatly reduced!

4.Conceal private protect — ZK-ConSNARK square 
Case&mixicles

In addition to connectivity and low-cost scalability, another major problem is 
privacy, and most contracts in the real world must have privacy protection. 
Apart from the high-cost zero-knowledge proof mechanism, there is 
basically no privacy protection mechanism in the chain, which means that 
many contracts cannot be transformed into intelligent contracts with higher 
efficiency.Privacy protection is indispensable for the parties to the contract 
to hide their internal information or trading strategies.
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PlugChain decentralized network implements the most advanced ZK-
ConSNARK scheme without trusted initialization. The space occupied by 
this scheme is almost constant, and its proof generation and verification are 
extremely efficient.

Based on our original zero-knowledge proof scheme, PlugChain also 
launched a virtual machine that supports the privacy protection payment 
scheme of the smart contract blockchain (such as Ethereum) and the bitcoin 
cross-chain anonymous payment scheme or DECO, in conjunction with 
Mixicles, hides the judgment result from the Oracle.

The value growth logic of PlugChain decentralized Oracle is mainly as 
follows:

First, the data demander needs to pay to get the data, while the data 
provider needs to mortgage the PC. 
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Users have a demand for PlugChains, and when sending requests, users 
will ask PlugChain nodes to mortgage certain PCs. If more PlugChains are 
mortgaged, it is possible to serve more users and earn revenue. Oracle the 
growth of demand will push up the mortgage amount of PC, and then PC up 
its market value. The closed-loop process of business growth of "business 
growth-value capture" can be represented by this figure:

With the ecological prosperity of the public chain, the demand for data 
in the chain applications will gradually increase, which means that users' 
requirements for the number of PlugChain nodes and the number of 
mortgage PCs will increase. The more PC mortgages, the market value 
of PlugChain will increase. Market value is an economic bandwidth to the 
Oracle, which determines the upper limit of the value of the service it carries. 
With the expansion of economic bandwidth and the improvement of security, 
it can accommodate more data demands, and more users trust it, so will the 
data demands. Driven by data demand, more Oracle nodes will join in, which 
makes the data sources of Oracle network richer and more reliable.

Of course, in addition to the DeFi field, the value of PlugChain can also be 
reflected in the real business world.

For entity enterprises, PlugChain can empower entity enterprises and 
improve their core competitiveness based on the combination of existing 
cutting-edge technology and blockchain!
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EXPLORATION AND PLANNING OF
PLUGCHAIN

The research and development team of PlugChain is making every effort 
to promote the application of Oracle Network Protocol project. at the 
same time, on the basis that PlugChain itself has multiple chains, cross-
chains, high scalability and high concurrency, it explores a data aggregation 
mode under the chain. Provide solutions for data storage and call provided 
by supply chain financial platform, smart and credible certificate storage 
platform, industrial data collaboration platform, government affairs 
collaboration service platform, smart medical information sharing platform 
and qualification certification system.
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RISK WARNING

1.Disclaimer

This document is only used to convey information, and does not constitute 
any investment suggestion, investment intention or investment instigation. 
This document does not constitute or be understood as providing any trading 
behavior, or any bank inviting the trading of securities in any form is, nor is it 
any form of contract or commitment.

PlugChain clearly indicates that the relevant intended users have clearly 
understood the risks of the PlugChain project, and once investors participate 
in the investment, they express that they understand and accept the risks of 
the project, and are willing to personally bear all the corresponding results or 
consequences.

PlugChain clearly stated that it will not bear any direct or indirect losses 
caused by participating in the PlugChain project (including but not limited 
to):

(1) Economic losses caused by user trading operations;

(2) Any errors, omissions or inaccurate information arising from personal 
understanding;

(3) Losses caused by personal transactions of various blockchain digital 
assets and any behaviors caused by them;

(4) Violation of anti-money laundering, anti-terrorism financing or other 
regulatory requirements of any country when participating in the PlugChain 
project;

(5) Party b violates any statement, guarantee, obligation, promise or other 
requirements specified in this white paper when participating in PlugChain 
project.
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2.About PC:

PC is not an investment, and we can't guarantee that PC will increase in 
value, and it may decrease in value in some cases.

People who don't use their PC correctly may lose the right to use it, or even 
lose their PC.

PC is not a kind of ownership or control, and controlling PC does not mean 
ownership of PlugChain platform or PlugChain related applications. Unless 
PlugChain platform explicitly specifies authorization, PlugChain does not 
grant any individual any right to participate in, control or make decisions 
about PlugChain platform and PlugChain related applications.

3.Risk warning

1) Safety:

We attach great importance to safety, and have reached strategic 
cooperation with top security teams and companies in the industry, but there 
is no absolute 100% safety in the world, such as various losses caused by 
force majeure. We promise to do everything possible to ensure the safety of 
your transactions.

2) Competition:

We know that the popularity of DEFI has also driven the Oracle field to 
become an extremely competitive field. Thousands of teams are planning 
and developing, and the competition will be cruel. However, in this era, any 
good concept, startup company or even mature company will face the risk of 
such competition. But for us, these competitions are the driving forces in the 
development process.


